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Abstract 
 

Tor has become one of the most popular overlay networks for anonymizing TCP tra c. Its popularity is due in part to 

its perceived strong anonymity properties and its rela- tively low latency service. Low latency is achieved through 

Tor’s ability to balance the tra c load by optimizing Tor router selection to probabilistically favor routers with  high- 

bandwidth capabilities.Various low-latency anonymous communication systems such  as  Tor  and Anonymizer 

have been designed to provide anonymity service for users. In order to hide the communication of users, most of the 

anonymity systems pack the application data into equal-sized cells. Via extensive experiments on Tor, we found that 

the size of IP packets in the Tor network can be very dynamic because a cell is an application concept and the IP 

layer may repack cells. Based on this finding, we investigate a new cell-counting-based attack against Tor, which 

allows the attacker to confirm anonymous communication relationship among users very quickly. In this attack, by 

marginally varying the number of cells in the target traffic at the malicious exit onion router, the attacker can embed 

a secret signal into the variation of cell counter of the target traffic. The embedded signal will be carried along with 

the target traffic and arrive at the malicious entry onion router. Then, an accomplice of the attacker at the malicious 

entry onion router will detect the embedded signal based on the received cells and confirm the communication 

relationship among users. We have implemented this attack against Tor, and our experimental data validate its 

feasibility and effectiveness. There are several unique features of this attack. First, this attack is highly efficient 

and can confirm very short communication sessions with only tens of cells. Second, this attack is effective, and its 

detection rate approaches 100% with a very low false positive rate. Third, it is possible to implement the attack in a 

way that appears to be very difficult for honest participants to detect. 
 

Index Ter ms—Anonymity, Tor, Traffic Analysis, Load Balancing 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Central to our attacks is the fact that a lying adversary — by exaggerating its resource claims — can compromise 

an unfair percentage of Tor entry and exit nodes. Further, we show how an adversary can compromise the 

anonymity of  a  Tor  path  before any  data  is  transmitted, which  enables us  to  further reduce the  resource 

requirements on the attacker. We experimentally evaluate the e cacy of our attacks via experiments with an 

isolated Tor deployment on PlanetLab. We also explore methods for mitigating the severity of our attacks. 
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Concerns about privacy and security have received greater attention with the rapid growth and public acceptance of 

the Internet which has been used to create our global E- economy. Anonymity has become a necessary and legiti- 

mate aim in many applications, including anonymous web browsing, location-based services (LBS), and E-voting. In 

these applications, encryption alone cannot maintain the anonymity required by participants.Central to our attacks is 

the fact that a lying adversary — by exaggerating its resource claims — can compromise an unfair percentage of Tor 

entry and exit nodes. Further, we show how an adversary can compromise the anonymity of a Tor path before any 

data is transmitted, which enables us to further reduce the resource requirements on the attacker. We experimentally 

evaluate the e cacy of our attacks via experiments with an isolated Tor deployment on PlanetLab. We also explore 

methods for mitigating the severity of our attacks. 
 

 

2. Existing System 
 

 

Most existing approaches are based on traffic analysis.  Passive traffic analysis technique will record the 

traffic passively and identify the correlation between sender’s outbound traffic and receiver’s inbound traffic based 

on statistical measures. This type of technique requires a relatively long period of traffic observation for a reasonable 

detection rate. The idea is to actively introduce special signals into the sender’s outbound traffic with the intention of 

recognizing the embedded signal at the receiver’s inbound traffic. Encryption does not work, since packet headers still 

reveal a great deal about users. 

Disadvantage: 

            Encryption does not work, since packet headers still reveal a great deal about users. 

 
When the Tor network was launched, it consisted of few routers transporting little tra c. Consequently, in its 

ini- tial design, Tor provided no tra c load balancing capability, and it was with respect to this initial design 

that the above- mentioned theoretical analyses were performed . As the network grew to include nodes with a 

wide variety of band- width capabilities, it became necessary to ensure that the tra c is e ciently balanced 

over the available resources in order to achieve low latency service. Tor’s routing mech- anism was modi  ed to 

prefer high-bandwidth, high-uptime routers that have the resources to accept new connections and transport 

tra c. Dingledine, Mathewson, and Syver- son suggested that a non-uniform router selection mecha- nism may 

increase an attacker’s ability to compromise the system’s anonymity, though the full security implications of 

this load balancing was left to further research. 

 
Attack Variants and Improvements. We consider ad- ditional attack variants and improvements in the body of 

this paper. For example, we show how to adapt our attack to compromise the flows of pre-existing Tor clients; 

recall that our attack as described above is (generally) only suc- cessful at compromising new clients, who have 

not already picked their preferred entry nodes. We also consider further resource reductions, such as using 

watermarking techniques to, in some cases, eliminate the need for a compromised exit node. An important 

extension is an attack upon the entry guard selection process, where we show that it is possible to displace all 

legitimate entry guards with malicious nodes. Additionally, we consider methods to improve the effective- ness 

of our attack, such as a variant of the Sybil attack . 

 

4 Related Works 

 
A good review of mix systems can be found in. There has been much research on degrading anonymous com- 

munication through mix networks. Existing tra±c analysis attacks against anonymous communication can largely 
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be categorized into two groups: passive tra±c analysis and ac- tive watermarking techniques.  

 

 

The passive tra±c analysis attacks record the tra±c passively and identify the similarity between Alice's 

outbound tra±c and Bob's inbound tra±c. For example, Zhu et al.   proposed the scheme of using mutual 

information for the similarity measurement. Levine et al. investigated a cross correlation technique for the 

similarity measurement on Tor by using some compromised Tor routers. Overlier et al. [24] studied a scheme 

using one compromised mix router to identify the \hidden server" anonymized by Tor. Wang et al. [38] 

proposed an active watermarking scheme that was robust to random timing perturbation. They analyzed the 

tradeo®s between the true positive rate, the maximum timing perturbation added by attackers, and the number of 

packets needed to successfully decode the  watermark. Wang et al. [37] also investigated the feasibility of a 

timing-based watermarking scheme in identifying the encrypted peer-to- peer VoIP calls. By slightly changing 

the timing of packets. 

 

5. Proposed System 

In this project, we focus on the active watermarking technique, which has been active in the past  few 

years. proposed a flow-marking scheme based on the direct sequence spread spectrum technique by 

utilizing a pseudo-noise  code. By interfering with the rate of a suspect sender’s traffic and marginally changing 

the traffic rate, the attacker can embed a secret spread-spectrum signal into the target traffic. The embedded 

signal is carried along with the   target traffic from the sender to the receiver, so the investigator can recognize 

the corresponding communication relationship, tracing the messages despite the use of anonymous networks. 

However, in order to accurately confirm the anonymous communication relationship of users, the flow-marking 

scheme needs to embed a signal modulated by a relatively long length of PN code, and also the signal is 

embedded into the traffic flow rate variation. Houmansadr et al. proposed a non blind network flow 

watermarking scheme called RAINBOW for stepping itone detection.  

Advantage: 

ff           Active watermarking technique can reduce attack lasting time. 

ff           Improve attack success rate and has recently received more attention. 

MODULES: 

1.           Data Transmission, 

2.           Components of Tor, 

3.           Cells at Onion Routers, 
 

 
Data Transmission: 

In Tor, an maintains a connection to other  on demand. The uses a way of source routing and chooses several 

from the locally cached directory, downloaded from the directory caches. 
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ARCHITECTURE: 
 

 

 
 

6 Conclusions 

 
 

We present a low-resource end-to-end traffc analysis at- tack against Tor that can compromise anonymity before 

any payload data is sent. The attack stems from Tor’s tendency to favor routers that claim to be high-resource with 

high- uptime in its routing process in an attempt to optimally bal- ance the traffc load. However, since there is no 

mechanism to verify resource claims, we experimentally show that it is possible for even a low-resource adversary 

績compromise an unfairly large fraction of the circuit-building requests through the network. 

In addition, we illustrate the feasibility of displacing all entry guard nodes with malicious nodes, thereby having a 

Since this study shows how anonymity and effcient re- source (bandwidth) use appear to be in opposition, our hope 

is that these attacks motivate further research in the area of designing and implementing optimal routing algorithms 

in anonymous overlay networks that deliver a high level of per- formance without compromising the security of any 

aspect of the system. 
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